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A bstract Cloud computing and the as-a-service paradigm have gained a lot of interest recently. At the same time,
virtualization technology has been shown to be an attractive path to increase overall system resource utilization by its powerful
management mechanism such as isolating resources schedulers, suspend/resume, and virtual machine(VM) live migration.
In this paper we present a new VM migration strategy using VM live migration technology in the federated cloud
environment. This method will be used to detect the overloaded servers and initiate the migration to the optimized location in
the cloud automatically, thus eliminating the hotspots and balancing the load not only CPU load, including memory and
network utilization. According to the experimental result, our technique has been proven that it can detect and remove the
hotspots efficiently and balance the load.
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1. I n t rod u c t ion
The pay-per-use model in the infrastructure as a service

manager, such as OpenNebula[11], has solved the problem
RILQLWLDOSURYLVLRQLQJRIWKHYLUWXDOUHVRXUFHVEXWGRHVQ¶W

(IaaS) paradigm in cloud computing offers the ability to

consider the automatic dynamic allocation while the

scale up compute and storage resources on demand. The

workloads and demands of VMs fluctuate in real time

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) is the

using migration technology. The cloud user has to detect

best-known example of this paradigm of elastic capacity

the hotspot and migrate it to a less loaded server manually.

provisioning.

VMware DRS adopts the live VM migration technology to

By introducing virtualization to the clouds, users can be

manage the operational cost of the cloud [6][10]. And since

isolated with each other while sharing the same physical

LW¶V D FRPPHUFLDO SURGXFW RI 90ZDUH FRPSDQ\ WKH

machine in the public cloud. Furthermore, Virtual Machine

information of the mechanism of it is not available, and it

(VM) independence from hardware and support for

can be only applied to the VMs running on the hypervisor

heterogeneous software stacks has exempted cloud users

from VMware.

from manual configuration. And the use of live VM

In order to address these problems, this paper proposes

migration technology has enabled more effective sharing

a dynamic virtual resources allocation mechanism using

of system resources across multiple physical severs.

live VM migration. This approach automates tasks of

In the cloud environment, the workload of servers will

monitoring the current load of servers and VMs, detecting

fluctuate due to the incremental growth, time -of-day

the hotspots, deciding the best physical location of the

effects, and flash crowds. When a server is overloaded,

busy VM, and initiating the migration . According to the

Service Level Agreement (SLA) will start to degrade,

experimental result, our technique has been proven that it

which leads, for instance, that the response time of the

can detect and remove the hotspots efficiently in the

request from the user will become longer. Therefore, how

mostly under-loaded cloud, and balance the load in the

to allocate the virtual resources dynamically has bec ome a

mostly overloaded cloud.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents

widely concerned problem of cloud computing.
Some researches about dynamic allocation of resources

the research background and system overview. In section 3,

of grid computing have been working on allocating the

the results of experiments are showed and analyzed. And

processes to the CPU resources, rather than consider VM

we will discuss about the current work and future work in

as an individual unit[1]. So it is difficult to directly apply

section 4.

then to the virtualized servers. The widely used cloud
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2. B a c kg rou n d a n d P rob le ms
In this section the background of cloud computing and
methods of resource management are described.

2.1. F e d e r a t ed C lou d
There were two types of clouds: public cloud and
private cloud. Public cloud or external cloud describes
cloud computing in the traditional mainstream sense,
whereby resources are dynamically provisioned by an
off-site third-party provider. Private cloud and internal
cloud are resources available on private networks.

Fig. 2: cloud manager

However, one set of cloud services is not going to be
able to serve all the needs of a customer. Instead, a more
federated approach where the needs of an organization are

Traditionally, VM migration technology now cannot

serviced by multiple clouds is needed to the end users.

enable VM to migrate across different hypervisors. But

Nowadays, there is a new type called federated cloud has

recently as the OVF (Open Virtualization Format) become

drew the attentions, in which independent providers

widely used, the VMs running on the latest release of Xen

contribute resources to a shared pool.

and VMware can be migrated to the hypervisors of each

In the federated cloud environment, Physical servers are

other. We expect VMs can be seamlessly deployed in any

belonging to different infrastructure providers and located

hypervisors without any manual configurations in the

in different networks, and all the VMs serve as individual

future.

servers running multiple applications, which are unknown

However, the live migration of storage still remains

to the cloud manager. Therefore, effectively management

unsolved. The migration time of the storage is so long that

of the virtual resources across the whole cloud without

it cannot be migrated lively. Therefore, in our research,

knowing the detail of the services VMs are providing,

we basically GRQ¶W consider the possibility of hard disk

while meeting the SLA became a complex task[5].

migration.

2.2. L iv e V M M ig r a t ion

2.3. C lou d M a n age r
The cloud manager for the federated cloud should

The locations of physical machines of VMs are in

z

various parts of network. Live migration allows a server

monitor the current workload of the virtual servers

administrator to move a running virtual machine between

through the interaction with hypervisors and VMs

different physical machines while continuously running,

without knowing the details of services
z

without any noticeable effects from the point of view of

migrate them before the SLA starts to degrade

the end users.
For

performance

migration

offers

detect the hotspots efficiently and proactively

sensitive

great

applications,

benefits

on

VM

live

optimizing

the

z

optimize

the

VM

placement

using

heuristic

algorithm which is easy to be embedded into the
existing cloud manager

utilization of available resources[9].

As shown in the Fig.2, the cloud manager is
composed

of

monitor

component

and

migration

management component.

2.4. P rob le ms of R esou r ce M a n age me n t
The existing cloud managers fail to dynamically
allocate the virtual resources according to the load balance
for the sake of SLA.
The widely used cloud manager, such as OpenNebula,
has solved the problem of initial provisioning of the
YLUWXDO UHVRXUFHV EXW GRHVQ¶W FRQVLGHU WKH DXWRPDWLF
dynamic allocation while the workloads and demands of
VMs fluctuate in real time using migration technol ogy.
Fig. 1: diagram of cloud computing

The cloud user has to detect the hotspot and migrate it to a
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load of this physical server. But in the real condition,

Table. 1: monitoring table

physical server consumes CPU and memory to run the

CPU
Memory
Network bandwidth
I/O performance

hypervisor and manage all the VMs. The amount of the
CPU and memory usage will vary according to the number
of VMs running on it.

3.2. H otspot D e t ec t ion
less loaded server manually. VMware DRS adopts the live

The hotspot detection algorithm follows a threshold

VM migration technology to manage the operational cost

violation manner. This research applies a proactive

of the cloud by migrating several VMs to a single server

migration since the threshold is defined in the level before

and shutting down the idle ones. However, it makes little

the SLA start to degrade.

effort on improving the load balance.

The CPU, memory, network bandwidth usage are
defined separately, and hotspot will be flagged if the
threshold is exceeded any of the dimensions.

3. P ropose d M ig r a t ion A lgor i t h m
3.1. P a r a me t e r s

 ݈݄݀ݏ݁ݎ݄ܶ݀ܽܮൌ൏ ܶܿݑǡ ܶ݉݁݉ǡ ܶ݊݁ ݐ(4)

As shown in Table. 1, we need four system inputs to
define server overload and make migrating decision.
Running a VM on a physical server requires certain
amount

of

CPU,

memory

and

network

3.3. M e asu r i ng M u l t i-d i me nsion a l L oa ds
In order to capture the multi -dimensional loads of the

bandwidth

VM for the cloud manager to take migration decision

usage[2][8].
If the CPU and storage of a virtual server are located in

using single parameter, we define Volu m e as a metric to

different physical servers, the migration manager needs to

measure the combined CPU, Memory and Network loads

address the multidimensionality of the network usage.

of the VMs.

Since the VM will read and write the remote disk through
the network, thus consuming certain amount of network

ܸ ͳ݁݉ݑ݈ൌ 

bandwidth[4][7]. We define the speed of reading and

ଵ
ଵି௨

כ

ଵ
ଵି

כ

ଵ
ଵି௧

(5)

writing disk as I/O performance of VM. But as mentioned
above, this parameter is related to network speed.

On the other hand, we defined another metric considering

Therefore, it cannot be considered and modeled separately.

the difference of the thresholds.

In this research, we consider the CPU, memory, and
௨

network bandwidth usage. The problem of the I /O



௧

ܸ ʹ݁݉ݑ݈ൌ  ்௨ ் כ ் כ௧

performance will be settled in the future work.

(6)

Given the state of each virtual server, the current load is
defined as CPU usage ( C P U u ), memory usage ( M E Mu ),

3.4. M e t hods fo r M on i to r ing

network bandwidth usage ( N E Tu ) over each capacities.

Our research adopts Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP), a feasible, UDP -based, lightweight

௨

 ܷܲܥ݀ܽܮൌ  

(1)

monitoring software that is installed inside each VM and
hypervisor.
Cloud manager gathers the basic information, such as

ொெ௨

 ܯܧܯ݀ܽܮൌ  ொெ

(2)

disk and network status, of each VM through requiring for
the XML file defining the VM. The file can be stored in
hypervisor when VM was defined, or in the OVF when the

ோ்௨

 ܶܧܰ݀ܽܮൌ  ோ்

(3)

VM was rebooted[3]. A software component called an
agent runs on each VM and hypervisor, and reports
information of CPU, memory and network bandwidth

The values of the current load will be from 0% to 100%.

usage information via SNMP to the SNMP manager, which
runs on the cloud manager.

In this research, we simply sum up all the current load
of VMs running on the same physical server as the current

In order to avoid the operational burden on the VMs and
hypervisors and needless migration caused by the small
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among all on the table.
Table. 2: underloaded sever table
Server1
Server4
Server0
Server3
Table. 3: overloaded sever table
VM1
VM2

Server2
VM2
Server5
VM1

Fig. 3: normal node

Fig. 4: server node

VM0
VM0

transient spike of the load, cloud manage r requires the

Fig. 5: download node

average value of all the parameters being monitored every

Fig. 6: calculate node

two minutes through SNMP.

3.5. Se lec t i ng D est in a t ions

4. E v a l u a t ion

Once a server is flagged as a hotspot, the migration

4.1. Si mu l a t ion E n v i ron me n t

algorithm will be triggered to search for a best migrating

Our experiments present results from a simulation

destination. Determining a new mapping of VMs over

program written by C language. In the simulation, we

physical servers is NP-hard. Our destination selection

defined a cloud consists 50 servers with the same CPU,

deploys a greedy algorithm determine where to migrate the

memory, and network bandwidth capacities and

VMs from an overloaded physical server.

thresholds of each load vary randomly among 60%, 70%

As shown in Table. 2 and Table. 3, the cloud manager

and 80%.
In order to present the VM behavior in the federated

keeps the table of underloaded servers and overloaded
servers, it will be updated every time when the monitored

the

cloud, we defined 4 different types of VMs.

parameters change during the monitoring interval, or any

We managed to do 100 times experiments based on the

VM has been migrated by to a new serv er. CPU, memory,

random data. And the average values and 95% confidence

network

interval will be shown in the results.

bandwidth

usage

have

them

own

table

respectively.

4.2. Ty p es of V M s

In the overloaded server table, each overloaded server

In the federated cloud, VMs are usually set up

has a sub table of their VMs. The VM of the largest usage

according to a certain task. The normal node represents

will be mapped to the most underloaded server.

those VMs built up by the individual users to do the

Before initiating the real migration, the cloud manager

routine work such as sun the office software or visit the

calculates the server status after migration. If CPU,

website. So the CPU, memory and network bandwidth

memory, network bandwidth usage can all be lower than

usage usually keep in a certain amount. Server node serves

the destination¶s threshold after migration, migration

as normal mail, ns or website server whose load fluctuate

process will be executed by the cloud manager.

within the certain width when the number of visitor

As in the graph, If the VM1 cannot be successfully

changes.

mapped to the destination, the next VM in the sub table,
VM2, of server2 will be tried to migrate. If all the VM in
server2 cannot be successfully mapped to server1, the
cloud manager will give up dealing with server2, and turn
to server5. If all the VMs on the servers in the overloaded
server table cannot be successfully mapped to server1, the
cloud manager will start to map them to the next server in
the underloaded server table, which is server4. The loop
will continue until the migration of any VM is initiated
and the table by updated, or no migration can be executed
Fig. 7: # of increasing VMs
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Fig. 8: of overloaded servers

Fig. 9: Times of migration

Fig. 10: Standard deviation of current loads
The network bandwidth usage of down node increases
during the certain period within the certain circle when

users connect to the FTP, HTTP or P2P servers and start
the download process.
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In the typical distributed computing system, the sub
worker nodes will be assigned the task from the master

detect and eliminate the hotspots efficiently and balance
the load.

nodes, accomplishing the calculation task and reporting

Our future work of this research is:

the answers in a short time. Calculation node represents

z

Improve the VM models with real data.

this behavior by driving the CPU using to the peak in the

z

Model migration cost of the network traffic caused

random short time over a certain time circle.

by the copying of the memories.
z

In the simulation, the width and peak values of the load
in every VM are randomly assigned by the program.

Improve the migration mechanism considering the
change of I/O performance between CPU and hard
disk.
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minutes.
The number of VMs increases every 2 minute randomly
by from 10 to 15, and decrease randomly by from 0 to 5
until no available server can be found to host the VM. As
shown in Fig. 7, the total number of VMs is increasing
nearly linearly. The initial locations of VM are chosen
from the most under-loaded servers according to their
values of volu m e by the cloud manager.
Fig. 8 shows the numbers of over-loaded server between
systems with migration function using volu m e1 and

volu m e2 , and without migration mechanism.
Fig. 9 shows the migration time of the system with
migration function using two metrics over the time.
Fig. 10 shows the standard deviation of current loads
under three conditions, which stands the load balance of
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As shown in the graph, when the number of VMs is
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balance with volu m e2 is slightly better than that with

volu m e1 .

5. C on c l usions a n d F u t u r e wor ks
In this research, we proposed a dynamic virtual
resources

allocation

mechanism using

light -weighted

monitoring by SNMP and live VM migration technology.
This approach automates tasks of monitoring the current
load of servers and VMs, detecting the hotspots, deciding
the best physical location of the busy VM, and initiating
the migration.
According to the simulation results, this approach can
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